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RYAN SHAW                                      
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San Angelo, TX 76903                                                                                        Rshaw21@shawmail.com 

Objective 
I am looking for a position with a stable company that can offer me job security in return for my 
dedication to the company and excellent work ethic. I also seek competitive compensation to satisfy my 
high performance. I'm comfortable working in strenuous environments and dangerous work zones. 

Work Experience 
BLITH/LINDON INDUSTRIES,                      OPERATOR/FLAGGER                     SAN ANGELO TX 
November, 2008 - February, 2010 
 Provide assistance to craft workers, such as carpenters, plasterers, and masons.  Tend pumps, 
compressors, and generators to provide power for tools, machinery, and equipment, or to heat and move 
materials such as asphalt.  Spray materials such as water, sand, steam, vinyl, paint, or stucco through 
hoses to clean, coat, or seal surfaces.  Clean and prepare construction sites to eliminate possible hazards.  
Control traffic passing near, in, and around work zones.  Dig ditches or trenches, backfill excavations, and 
compact and level earth to grade specifications, using picks, shovels, pneumatic tampers, and rakes.  
Measure, mark, and record openings and distances to lay out areas where construction work will be 
performed.  Lubricate, clean, and repair machinery, equipment, and tools.  Operate jackhammers and 
drills to break up concrete or pavement. inspect, clean, maintain, or report malfunctions to supervisors. 
Raze buildings and salvage useful materials. Install sewer, water, and storm drain pipes using machinery. 

 
PEAR AND SONS' CONCRETE AND ASPHALT     LABORER/FLAGGER           SAN ANGELO TX 
August, 2008 - November, 2008 
 Provide assistance to craft workers, such as carpenters, plasterers, and masons.  Mop, brush, or spread 
paints, cleaning solutions, or other compounds over surfaces to clean them or to provide protection.  
Shovel cement and other materials into portable cement mixers; and mix, pour, and spread concrete.  Mix 
ingredients to create compounds for covering or cleaning surfaces.  Clean and prepare construction sites 
to eliminate possible hazards.  Control traffic passing near, in, and around work zones.  Dig ditches or 
trenches, backfill excavations, and compact and level earth to grade specifications, using picks, shovels, 
pneumatic tampers, and rakes.  Load, unload, and identify building materials, machinery, and tools, and 
distribute them to the appropriate locations, according to project plans and specifications.  Erect and 
disassemble scaffolding, shoring, braces, traffic barricades, ramps, and other temporary structures.  
Lubricate, clean, and repair machinery, equipment, and tools.  Operate jackhammers and drills to break up 
concrete or pavement. Operate oil distributors, loaders, chip spreaders, dump trucks, and snow plows.  
Operate tamping machines on surfaces to compact earth fills and worked in timely manner. Position, join, 
align, and seal structural components, such as concrete wall sections and pipes. Clean and prepare 
construction sites to eliminate possible hazards. Signal equipment operators to facilitate alignment, 
movement, and adjustment of machinery, equipment, and materials. Dig ditches or trenches, backfill 
excavations, and compact and level earth to grade specifications, using picks, and pneumatic tampers. 

Education 
EL PASO COMMUNITY COLLEGE, EL PASO, Texas  - BA  Social Sciences - June, 1994 - June, 1996 
13 HOURS SHORT OF ASSOCIATES DEGREE IN SOCIOLOGY GPA 3.75 

References available upon request 


